
Halter Terms

Overwhelmed the class in terms of muscling, 
balance, etc.
Combined to a higher degree, muscling, balance, 
and structural correctness 
Dominated the class in terms of....
Heavier muscled, nicer balanced 
mare/gelding/stallion
Had a smoother blend of all body parts
Represented the more ideal Quarter Horse
More substance of muscle and bone

Balance
Showed more balance and symmetry
Showed more balance in her conformation by 
being....
Straighter and smoother over the top
More proportional 
More ideally balanced 
More desirably set neck
Longer, leaner neck 
Higher tying from the neck into the shoulder
Longer neck that rose out of a more sloping 
shoulder
Neck tied in higher at the base
More angle in the shoulder
Deeper, longer shoulder
More sloping shoulder
Had a longer neck that tied higher into a more well 
laid back shoulder 
Longer neck that rose out of a more angulated 
shoulder 
Shorter, stronger coupling
Longer underline
More powerful topline 
Was shorter and stronger over his/her back
Stronger coupled
More level over the topline 
Stronger over the back
Shorter topped
Closer coupled 
More level from withers to croup
Stronger linked in her back and loin
Had a more desirable topline, with sharper withers, 
a shorter, stronger back, and a tighter coupling
Had a shorter back in relation to his underline, due 
to a more sloping shoulder and flatter croup

Greater depth and spring of rib
Had a shorter, stronger back and coupling 
Was longer in the underline with a a shorter topline
Larger framed  and deeper in the chest floor
Deeper barreled
Showed greater capacity in the heart girth
Had a longer, trimmer underline
Was deeper barreled
Had a deeper barrel 
Was deeper through the heart girth with greater 
spring of rib
Was deeper through the heart girth with more 
volume and capacity 
Longer over the croup
Longer, wider croup
More horizontal over the croup
More level over the croup when viewed from the 
rear
Nicer turn over the croup
Had a longer hip
Was more desirably/evenly/gradually turned over 
the croup    
Was rounder over the croup

Structural Correctness
More rugged and durable type of frame
Heavier, stronger bone
Stood straighter and more structurally sound 
Stood on straighter legs
Squarer placed legs
Stood wider in both front and back, with all four 
legs set more squarely underneath
Stood on a shorter cannon 
Stood on a more rugged, durable type of bone
Knees and hocks closer to the ground
Cannon bone coming more nearly out of the center 
of the knee
Was more correct in leg and bone structure
Stood on heavier, denser bone
Wider set forelegs
Stood straighter and more structurally correct  
Stood on shorter, cleaner cannon bones
Had more slope to the pasterns
Stood on flatter, wider cannons
Had a more correct angle to the hock
More correct set of the hock



Muscling
Showed a greater volume of muscling over a larger 
frame
Was heavier and had more bulge to the muscle 
pattern 
Exhibited more ripple and bulge of muscling
Spread a greater total volume and mass of muscling
over a larger frame
More powerfully built through the front
Was more muscled in the hind leg, being thicker 
and more bulging through the stifle and gaskin 
Was more vast and bulging through the inner and 
outer gaskin 
Longer, cleaner muscling
Heavier muscled
More substance of muscling
More overall prominence of muscling 
More explosive muscling  
Was heavier muscled from end to end
Deeper, broader chest 
Heavier muscled forearm
Was more heavily muscled through the chest and 
forearm 
Was wider through the chest
Fuller through the shoulder and forearm 
Smoother hip
Smoother, more muscled hip
Was longer and more massive through the hip 
Wider stifle
Wider gaskin 
Thicker through the stifle and gaskin
Was more flaring through the gaskin
Was more vast and bulging through the stifle and 
gaskin
Exhibited more powerful muscling through the hip,
stifle, and gaskin
Was wider from stifle to stifle
Was heavier muscled through the hip and thigh, 
that carried down further into both inner and outer 
gaskins

Movement
Truer action
More correct hock and knee action
Freer moving
Longer stride
More forceful stride
Tracked out straighter with a longer stride

A more fluid stride
A more stylish mover
More forward impulsion from the hocks
More drive from the hocks
Greater freedom of stride and movement
Moved straighter, with a longer, freer stride 
More fluid in movement
Traveled straighter/truer
Had a longer and more cadenced stride
Was a wider traveling individual
Moved out straighter and more correctly at the 
walk/trot
Straighter, truer stride
Exhibited more length and of spring of stride when 
at the walk/trot
Moved with a more athletic and agile stride, 
showing more drive off the hocks
Longer, softer strided
More forceful stride 
More freedom of movement
More forward impulsion
More stylish on the move 
More freedom of motion from her shoulder
Drove from behind with greater power

Breed and Sex Characteristics 
More breed type
Was a more stylish, eye appealing, higher quality 
mare
Showed a more attractive, breedier head of greater 
quality
Showed more overall refinement and style
Higher quality, more stylish mare
Exhibited more refinement and style
Cleaner in the throatlatch
Was less coarse about the head 
Had drier features about the head
Sharper-chiseled features 
More width between the eyes
Shorted headed
More prominent, deeper jaw
More massive jaw
More bulging jaw
Broader between the eyes
More refined and shorter through the muzzle
Shorter, neater ear
Pointier, more curved ears
More sculpted face



Typier, more elegant head 
Finer featured
Brighter, kinder eye
Cleaner cut about the head and throatlatch
A more elegant and refined head and neck 
More refined about the head
More dish to her face
Shorter down the bridge of her nose
More refined muzzle
More teacup like muzzle
More bulging, prominent eyes
Larger, more flaring nostril
More arching neck 
Had larger, wider set eyes
Was shorter from eye to muzzle
Had a more refined muzzle
Was shorter headed and wider from eye to eye with
a more prominent, larger eye
Was more expressive about the eye
Was more refined about the head, with a larger eye 
and cleaner muzzle
Had a longer, more arching neck
Had larger, wider set eyes with more deeply 
chiseled features 
Was broader in the forehead
Trimmer throatlatch coupled with a longer, 
smoother neck
Had more presence and quality through the head 
and neck

Transition Words:
Indeed
In reference
Coming to
In regards to
Continuing to  
Aside from this 
Although
Furthermore 
Even so
Nevertheless
Nonetheless
I admit
I agree
I am aware
I realize
However
Moving to
Therefore
I understand
I concede
Additionally
Also
And
Yes
In discussing my ___ pair ( Top, middle, bottom, 
intermediate, initial, final )  

Action Words:
Exhibited 
Showed
Displayed 
Demonstrated
Performed
Possessed 
Presented
Prominence
Expression



Faults

Short, off type mare
Lightly muscled, off balance individual
Lacked balance and quality
Smallest, least balanced horse in the class

Balance
Lacked balance
Smallest, least balanced horse in the class 
Was less balanced 
Coarser, thicker neck 
Short, thick neck that tied low into the shoulder
Had a thicker, shorter neck set lower onto the 
shoulder 
Too thick at the base of her neck
Neck joined lower into steeper shoulders
Shallower shoulder
Steeper shoulder
Shallower chest 
Narrower chest
Shorter, straighter shoulder
Weaker back
Shallow through the heart girth/barrel
Mutton withered
Less prominence over the withers
Had a longer, weaker back in relation to a shorter 
underline
Long and weak over the topline
Weak through the coupling 
Had a weaker loin
Rougher over the hip
Shorter croup
Steeper croup
Flatter croup
Had a shorter, steeper croup
Dropped off over the croup
Had a steeper croup

Structural Correctness
Had a steeper shoulder with steeper pasterns, 
resulting in a shorter, choppier stride 
Stood on bone that was to fine relative to size
Stood crooked and structurally unsound 
Had short, steep pasterns
Longer and weaker pasterns
Was post legged
Stood over at the knee

Stood behind at the knee 
Had a longer, weaker cannon bone

Muscling
Lighter muscled
Lacked quality to his muscling
Lacked volume and dimension to his muscling
Lighter in the forearm
Narrow, lightly muscled stifle and gaskin
Thin gaskin
Was narrower at the stifle
Lacked volume and dimension through the hip, 
stifle, and gaskin

Movement
Short strided
Appeared to be the least athletic
Was a rougher-moving horse
Lacked length of stride when compared to the 
horses above her
Tracked shorter and choppier
Tracked with more deviation from a straight plane 
of motion
Stiff, sluggish mover
Did not travel straight
Had a rough, pounding gait
Traveled close in front/behind/rear/fore

Breed and Sex Characteristics
Off type
Plain 
Least attractive mare in the class 
Lacked the style and quality of the other mares 
Lacked style and presence 
Coarser in the head 
Narrow between the eyes
Long headed 
Small, unattractive eye
Coarse in the throatlatch
Thick through the throatlatch
Plainer about the head and neck 
Was coarse about the head
Was unrefined about the head
Was narrower between the eyes
Was straight through the face
Was too bulging over the nose
Was large and coarse in the muzzle




